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1. Expedition Report 
 

Mission: Documentation of the bat guano caves in the Buchane area, Inhambane province, 
Inhassoro district, southern Mozambique.  

 
Map of Mozambique with the ESP 2015-02 field-work area indicated by a red circle. 

 
The 2015 expedition was a follow-up of two previous European speleological expeditions to 
Mozambique carried out in 1998 and 1999 in the Sofala province further north where an abundance of 
caves were found, the longest of which was Codzo River Cave 940 m in length (Laumanns 2001a, 
2001b).  

Contrary to the speleological investigations carried out 15 years ago where the investigators were 
invited by the Geological Survey in Maputo to immediately contact the village headmen, the 
Mozambique government has today established a strict system of permit processing. The 2015 
expedition was supplied with a letter of recommendation from the Museu de História Natural of the 
Universidade Eduardo Mondlane in Maputo and obtained a provincial credential from the Direcção 
Provincial de Educação e Cultura of Inhambane province (located in Maxixe town). With these papers 
in hands the district administrations of Culture and Education confirmed permission enabling the team 
to work in the villages.  

The 2015 lightweight expedition with participants from Portugal, Brazil and Germany targeted the 
limestones of the Jofane formation in Inhambane province of southern Mozambique (see the map 
above) and was carried out in August 2015. These limestones are of Lower Miocene age and occur in 
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an extensive area about 30-100 km east of the sea shore between the Save river in the north and 
Inhambane town in the south. However, most of the limestone does not outcrop but is obscured by 
Quaternary sediments such as sand and clay. Cilek (1989) considers the thickness of the Jofane 
formation to be more than 100 m and supposes that the whole carbonate sequence could have been 
influenced by karstification. The limestone layers gently dip towards the ocean (east). A NW-SE 
tectonic system is predominant in the area and also controls the development of the caves described in 
Portuguese colonial literature (e.g. Bettencourt Dias 1952; Calado 1987; Cilek 1989).  

During colonial times the Portuguese made extensive efforts to investigate the resources of bat guano 
in caves for agricultural use as fertilizer. This included cave occurrences in the Sofala province (Rio 
Buzi and Cheringoma plateau; Laumanns 2001 a, 2001b) as well as in Inhambane province (area of 
Buchane village in the Inhassoro district). After the independence of Mozambique another study on bat 
guano resources was made by Vachamuteco (1981). A chronology of these explorations is provided in 
Laumanns (2001a). In total 10 caves near Buchane - which is also called “Buxane” - were described by 
the colonial investigators. The latter caves were not yet investigated according to current speleological 
standards.  

Buchane is situated about 60-70 km northwest of Vilanculos town and can be reached from there by a 
2-hours ride by car first on the National Road no. 1 towards the north and an unmade track branching 
off towards the west. The village is easily recognizeable by its large mobile phone aerial. According to 
the local people the main cluster of caves receives occasional visitors throughout the whole year. 

A ceremony to acknowledge the spirits is required for visiting the caves. For that a litre of 
high-percentage alcoholic beverages have to be provided as well as 200 Meticais for purchasing 20 
litres of local alcoholic beverage and another fee of 200 Meticais in cash. All that results in most of the 
male villagers getting drunk on the ceremony day. 

The infrastructure in Buchane is very basic and the local water well only provides slightly salty water. 
Camping gear is required and own food has to be brought in from the town. Beware that the nights can 
get fairly chilly. Thus, a reasonably warm sleeping bag and a tent are recommended. 

There is virtually no typical karst morphology visible in the flat landscape except a few local outcrops 
of limestones in the savannah, which is covered by grass, bushes and trees. The area is very dry in 
August and river gorges are absent.  

All the caves are of phreatic origin with tunnel-shaped galleries of various size up to 15 m wide and 7 
m high. Access is through roof collapse dolines. Only in one case (Gruta do Embondeiro) access 
required the use of vertical gear. 

Although the caves develop very close to the surface some of them have a dangerously high 
concentration of carbon dioxide which in some cases prohibited a complete survey or made it even 
impossible to enter the caves at all. During our visit we encountered CO2 in Gruta 1, Gruta 2, Gruta 5 
and 6, Gruta 7, and Caverna Cági. The latter cave could not be entered due to the bad air. 

With a few minor exceptions calcite decoration in the caves is lacking. This is most likely a result of 
the high content of CO2 in the cave atmosphere. Calcite depositions only occur in the form of 
flowstone coverings, calcite ledges and small stalactites. Remains of sediment infillings are abundant 
though and give evidence of a multiphase speleogenesis with deposition of sediments that become 
partly covered by calcite. These sediment deposits were subsequently removed from the cave conduits 
into a supposed lower level of inaccessible karst crevasses or solution channels. In a number of caves 
there is evidence of small amounts of flowing water during the wet season with canals incised into the 
sediment of the cave floor. These canals end in small pools (dry in August) on the lowest places inside 
the caves from where the water obviously infiltrates into the ground. The local karst-water erosion 
base is not far below the surface as the largest regional river (Rio Save, about 50 km further north) does 
not feature a deep gorge but is only incised for about 20 m below the surrounding landscape with only 
minor limestone outcrops as we observed during a daytrip to the river. Consequently, the karst of 
Buchane is considered to be of relatively young age with no distinct cave levels developed yet. 
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The speleological potential around Buchane appears to be fairly limited. Except in the vicinity of 
Buchane village no other caves appear to be known in the region. This does not necessarily mean that 
no caves exist, but it is likely that they are either completely covered or plugged by Quaternary 
sediments and that these sediments have not been washed out and carried down into inaccessible lower 
karst crevisses by percolating water yet. Occasionally, the usually very dry area has severe flooding in 
the wet season with the last flood event having taken place in the year 2000. These events are 
supposedly responsible for the sediment infillings in the karst conduits. The caves around Buchane are 
situated in relatively high elevation as witnessed by the mobile phone aerial mentioned above; here 
rainwater had preferential opportunity to clear the cave conduits from their sediments.  

Altogether 10 caves with a total of nearly 800 m of passages were surveyed by the 2015 expedition, 
three of which are regarded to be new caves (Gruta do Embondeiro, Gruta 7 and Gruta Inhaluele. Three 
of the caves reported by Bettencourt Dias (1952) were either not visited or could not be re-located by 
the 2015 expedition and thus remained unsurveyed. Compared to the very successful 1998 and 1999 
expeditions (Laumanns 2001a, 2001b) as well as to the extensive prospective limestone area of the 
Jofane formation this result is somewhat disappointing. However, the sediment infilling of the caves as 
well as the excessive CO2 levels in many caves prohibited further discoveries. 

About 100 caves with a total of 10 km of passages are surveyed in Mozambique after the 2015 
expedition. 

The 2015 exploration permit expressively covered biospeleological collections in the Buchane caves 
and these were conducted thoroughly by expedition member Dr. Livia Cordeiro, biospeleologist at 
Mato Grosso University in Brazil. Also, extensive collections of bat remains were made. Consequently, 
the main outcome of the expedition is expected to be in the field of biodiversity with the potential of a 
number of new subterranean species to be described.  

 

Synoptic list of caves explored by 2015 expedition to southern Mozambique. 
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2. Photographs: 

 

Entrance to Gruta 1 (Buchane) (photograph: Livia Cordeiro) 

 

Gruta 2 (Buchane) (photograph: Livia Cordeiro). 
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Entrance of Gruta 2 (Buchane), southern entrance (photograph: Livia Cordeiro). 

  
Gruta do Embondeiro (photographs: Michael Laumanns). 
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3. Team 

Country / Pays  Nr. 
Participants Nom / Name E-Mail 

Germany 1 Michael Laumanns michael.laumanns@bmf.bund.de 

Portugal 1 Renato Serodio renato.serodio@gmail.com 

Brazil 1 Livia Medeiros Cordeiro liv.biosubt@gmail.com 
 

Bernard Gradmont (Belgium), who is currently resident in Pemba/Mozambique, was unable to join the field trip due to 
professional reasons (which was already indicated in the ESP application). 

 
 

 
The team and local guides in front of Gruta 1 (Buchane) (left: Livia Cordeiro, middle: Michael Laumanns, right: 

Renato Serodio. Photograph: R.Serodio). 
 
 
 

4. Financial Report 

Participants: 3 Duration: 21 days All currency in Euro (1 USD = 0.9 EUR) 
 

Travel: 
 International: flights to Mozambique   1,600 EUR x 3 persons   4,800 EUR 
 Domestic:  

Taxi (mainly in Maputo)   in total         100 EUR 
4x4 car hire     1,865 USD     1,680 EUR 
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Inland expenses (visa, accommodation, food, guides, invitations, tips, ceremonies etc): 
 60 USD per day per participant 21 days x 3 x 60 USD  = 3,780 USD    3,400 EUR 
 

Communication, outreach and reporting: 
Production of reports     5 EUR x 50 pcs      250 EUR 

 Mailing, telephone               50 EUR 

Total expenses (3 participants)        10,280 EUR* 
 
*compared to the 15,170 EUR estimated in the ESP application the costs were significantly lower due to savings made 

by the in-country costs (mainly guides/translators) as well as the international flights. 
 

Grants and sponsoring other than those from FSE and its partners were not received. 
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